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Park and
Cycle site
opens
Radegund
Road
County
Council
finds more
cyclists
Choosing a
secondhand bike

New cycle parking being installed by the
Guildhall – see page 15
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If you like what you see in this newsletter,
you can add your voice to those of our
other 650 members, and join the
Campaign.

Quite a few Cambridge Cycling Campaign members have expressed an interest in
joining us on the fact-finding trip to Freiburg, Germany. If you haven’t already done so
it’s not too late! The trip will take place over the weekend of 1 September 2001. We
intend to travel out by plane and train on the Friday afternoon and to stay two nights in
a hotel. The intention is to spend Saturday exploring the city on bikes with the help of
local cyclists, followed by a leisurely ride in the countryside on Sunday before heading
back to Cambridge. If you are interested in coming along (and there’s no need to
commit yourself at this stage) please contact Nigel Deakin on 311073. (If you have
already done so, we’ll be in touch soon!)
Nigel Deakin
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Membership costs are low: £7.50
individual, £3.50 unwaged, £12
household. For this, you get six
newsletters a year, discounts at a large
number of bike shops, and optional
third-party liability insurance. Please get
in touch if you want to hear more.

The official opening of the University of
Cambridge’s Park and Cycle scheme took
place on Thursday 26 April, but we missed the
spectacle of Anne Campbell MP, ViceChancellor Sir Alec Broers, and 22 others
riding a 24-seater bike as this broke down on
the motorway!

Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up
in 1995 to voice the concerns of cyclists.
We are not a cycling club but an
organisation lobbying and campaigning
for the rights of cyclists, and promoting
cycling in and around Cambridge.

With the continuing expansion of the University
in the city centre, building has taken place (or
is about to take place) on locations previously
used for parking. Park and Cycle provides an
alternative to driving into the city, with 300 car
parking places and initially 150 secure cycle
lockers for University employees. These car
parking spaces allow those working on
University city centre sites to complete their
journey by bike, which can be left overnight in
a secure locker.

Our regular stall on Saturdays outside the
Guildhall is the public face of the
campaign; volunteers are always
welcome to help. And don’t forget our
meetings, open to all, on the first
Tuesday of each month, 7.30 for 8.00 pm
at the Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus
Lane, Cambridge.
Anne Campbell MP at the launch
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Co-ordinator – Clare Macrae
h 501050 w 336024
Treasurer – Simon Nuttall
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Membership Secretary
Liaison Officer – David Earl
Stall Officer –
Paul Tonks
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Press Officer – Sam Davies
sam_j_davies@hotmail.com
Newsletter Editor – Mark Irving
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Officers Without Portfolio – Jim
Chisholm, Martyn Smith, Richard Taylor,
Lisa Woodburn and Wookey

Ceremonial departure opened the Park and Cycle site
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University employee Philippa Smith explained why she decided
to join the Park and Cycle scheme:
I was keen to get a place so that I could combine my
journey to work with a chance to get fit! It is a much more
pleasant route into the centre along the cycle paths and it
beats sitting in traffic.
Cambridge Cycling Campaign welcomes the reduction in
parking places in the city centre, and the initiative of the
University in providing the £1.5 million Park and Cycle Scheme,
but I wonder if the same money spent elsewhere might not have
reduced car trips into the centre by more than 300 per day.
Jim Chisholm
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4 Radegund Road planning

The Cambridge Festival of Cycling takes place this year from Saturday 16 to Sunday
24 June. This is a week-long celebration of cycling in all its guises: as fun, exercise
and as effective transportation around the city. We have events planned for everyone,
from the dedicated cycle commuter to people who haven’t been on a bike in years.
As always, we need your help to make
this work. The main thing we need is
publicity. Tell your friends about the
events, and put up the enclosed poster
somewhere in a public place. Good
places for a poster are your place of work,
your favourite newsagent, local bakery,
bike shed, car park, wherever it’s likely to
be seen.
We’ll also need volunteers for the things
like checking cycles at Dr. Bike, helping
set up the breakfast at Hobbs Pavilion,
handing out leaflets, and so on. If you can
help, even for a couple of hours, please
contact Lisa Woodburn
jameswoodburn@talk21.com
(01223)
245566.

)UHH &\FOLVWV· %UHDNIDVW
Cycle to work and get a free breakfast at
Hobbs Pavilion Restaurant. This is in
celebration of Bike To Work Day.
Wednesday 20 June, 8 to 9 am (while
stocks last!) Hobbs Pavilion Restaurant,
on Parker’s Piece.
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Led by a local windmill detective, this
all-day ride will explore the mills of the
Fens at a very leisurely pace. It will
include plenty of stops for refreshment
and the opportunity to see eight
windmills. Bring a picnic lunch. Flour
available for sale at working mills. About
50 miles in length; Sunday 24 June,
starting 9.30 am at Hobbs Pavilion.
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Displays promoting cycling in and near
Cambridge and the work of the
Cambridge Cycling Campaign. Monday
11 June to Friday 22 June. 1st week (11th
to 16th) at Cambridge Central Library,
Lion Yard; 2nd week (18th to 22nd) inside
the Guildhall.

We’re not sure what the film will be, but
the Arts Picture House have promised to
put on a bike-related film for us during the
Festival of Cycling. Film details available
soon. Check out the Arts Picture House
Web pages at http://www.picturehousecinemas.co.uk/ or phone
(01223)
504444. Arts Picture House, Regent
Street (above Wetherspoon’s Regal),
Cambridge.
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Give your bike a health check. We’ll point
out anything that could give you problems
and give you hints on how to keep your
bike in good working condition. Also, you
can get your bike postcoded for added
security. Saturday 16 June, 10 am to 3
pm Guildhall Street, Cambridge (near the
Petty Cury corner of Market Square).

For more info, visit the Cambridge
Festival of Cycling Web pages at
http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/camcycle/cfc/
or phone Catherine Harvey
(01223)
712455.
Myra Van Inwegen
Myra.VanInwegen@cl.cam.ac.uk
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Ever fancied a go on a recumbent bike? A multi-passenger
bike? A bike pulling a trailer? A folding bicycle? This is your
chance to try a variety of practical and fanciful bikes for free.
Sunday 17 June, 10 am to 4 pm Addenbrooke’s Hospital
grounds.

3LFQLF 5LGH
Take a short jaunt along the Roman Road, stop for a picnic
dinner (bring it with you!), head back to town. Less than 15
miles in total at a leisurely pace, a good family event. We should
get back before dark so no need for lights. Monday 18 June,
starting 6 pm, finishing roughly 9 pm; meet at Hobbs Pavilion.
Freiburg (see article opposite)
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Radegund Road is an attractive, tree-lined road on the major
cycle route from Fulbourn and Cherry Hinton into town via the
cycle bridge. The road is bordered by houses, set well back and
each with its own parking spaces, and by a secondary school
(Coleridge Community College).
On 4 April this year we attended a meeting organised by
Cambridge City Council to discuss the traffic problems on this
road and to make suggestions for resolving them. Those at the
meeting included local councillors, police, teachers and
residents as well as officials including a County Council official
responsible for safe routes to schools.
The main problems identified at the meeting were the volume
and speed of the traffic, the number and variety of people who
need to cross the road (for example, school pupils, the elderly,
evening class students and people attending social events at the
school), the lack of any provision for cyclists and the dangers of
the Radegund Road–Coleridge Road–Davy Road junction.

¶ WKH LQFUHDVH LQ F\FOH WUDIILF
ZLOO EH SURSRUWLRQDWHO\ WKH
JUHDWHVW·
We believe that these developments will substantially increase
all forms of traffic in Radegund Road, but that the increase in
cycle traffic will be proportionately the greatest.
We have thought long and hard about what cycle and other
provisions would be appropriate for Radegund Road and here
are our suggestions on which we very much welcome
comments.

7RXFDQ
We suggest a toucan crossing about 30 yards from the junction
with Perne Road. The crossing would be the same distance
away from the roundabout as the existing Perne Road crossing
just south of the roundabout. If the crossing is to be usable by
elderly residents of John Conder Court and, more generally, by
pedestrians walking along the west side of Perne Road, it must
not be further up Radegund Road than this. The proximity of the
present Perne Road crossing to the roundabout does not seem
to cause serious traffic-backup problems and there is little
evidence to suggest that a Radegund Road crossing a similar
distance from the roundabout would do so, either.

+XPSV

Traffic volumes—pedestrian, cycle and vehicle—are likely to
increase substantially in the near future for the following
reasons:

z

z

z
z
z

Romsey Junior School and Sedley Infants School will be
closing and a new primary school will be built in the grounds
of Coleridge College with access from Radegund Road.
Coleridge College has over 400 students and the new
primary school will add over 200 to this number.
The Cattle Market redevelopment is due to start in the next
few weeks. A multiplex cinema with 1700 seats, a 28-lane
bowling centre, a health and fitness centre, 2600 square
metres of themed restaurants, a 120-bed hotel and 31 flats
are to be built. Limited vehicle parking is being provided on
site—about half of normal national standards—which is
likely to mean that cycle use will be high. Radegund Road
will be an important cycle access route to the new
development via the recently-constructed pedestrian and
cycle path from Rustat Road.
The floor area of the Junction will be doubled in size.
Because the Junction is used mainly by young people, cycle
usage is high.
262 new dwelling units are proposed for the Leica site in
Rustat Road.
The very large railway station development—offices, hotel,
retail and dwellings—on the town side of the cycle bridge
will increase traffic over the cycle bridge, much of which will
use Radegund Road.

We suggest that speed reduction should be accomplished by a
series of flat-topped humps, like those in Green End Road.
These humps, unlike many others in Cambridge, are quite easy
to cycle over. We suggest one hump should be built at each end
of the school frontage and another at each side of the junction
with Golding Road and Suez Road. We would be strongly
opposed to any buildouts because they force on-road cyclists
into the path of vehicles and therefore are, we believe, a wholly
inappropriate solution to the problem of excessive vehicle speed
on an important cycle route.

&\FOH SDWK
Most important of all, we suggest a segregated on-pavement red
cycle path, similar to the Barton Road one, on each side of
Radegund Road and continuing along each side of Davy Road.
The cycle path would be alongside the existing pavement and
would use the inner edge of the green verge. The residual verge
would still be wide. No trees would be affected (apart, possibly,
from two or three newly-planted silver birches which could be
moved). The small loss of amenity for residents would be
outweighed by a considerable safety and amenity benefit for
pedestrians and cyclists, especially for children cycling to
school. Radegund Road is the central ‘spine’ of the catchment
areas for the Coleridge Community College and the new primary
school. A high proportion of children cycling to school will be
coming in from one or other side of Radegund Road and then
cycling along Radegund Road to get to school. If the cycling
routes are safe, many children will cycle who otherwise would
not do so.
We do not, at present, advocate on-road cycle lanes for
Radegund Road either additionally or instead of on-pavement
lanes. The reason is that non-mandatory cycle lanes are
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pointless and it is unlikely that parking would be prohibited along
this road. In addition, the number of children who are taken to
school by car is high and setting-down points along the school
frontage would be hazardous for on-road cycle lane users,
especially for child cyclists. There are a few road junctions along
Radegund and Davy Roads which the on-pavement cycle lanes
would have to cross. We think that these crossings should be
raised and similar in type to those along the Barton Road cycle
lane.

7UDIILF OLJKWV
The Radegund Road–Davy Road–Coleridge Road junction is, in
our opinion, dangerous. This is especially true for cyclists
travelling north (towards Mill Road) along Coleridge Road and
turning right into Radegund Road, and for cyclists travelling west
along Radegund Road and turning right into Coleridge Road.
The only safe solution is, we feel, to install traffic lights at this
junction with advance stop lines for on-road cyclists. Because of
the quantity of turning traffic, we think that it is essential that the
lights should have a pedestrian/cycle phase, perhaps button
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operated. We would like to see the car stop lines placed well
back so that the Radegund Road and Davy Road cycle lanes
can be taken directly across Coleridge Road.

5HLQVWDWH F\FOH OLQN
We consider that a cycle route should be built along Golding
Road and Ashbury Close. (We remember our sense of outrage
when some thirty years ago this cycle route was blocked. Now
that local authority attitudes are more cycle friendly, it should be
reopened.) It should be an important component of a saferoutes-to-school plan for the Coleridge Community College.

5HRSHQ FROOHJH HQWUDQFH
At present, the rear gate to the College from Montreal Road is
not used. We would like to see a tarmac path constructed
around the playing field so that this entrance can be opened up
for cyclists and pedestrians, perhaps as part of the Safe Routes
to School Initiative.
James and Lisa Woodburn

/HWWHUV
&DUIUHH %DE\
We’ve managed very happily for the last few years without a car,
using our bicycles and – for longer journeys – public transport
and the occasional taxi. We are expecting our first child in
September, but want to continue a car-free existence if at all
possible. We would be interested to hear from other parents of
babies and young children who don’t have a car – can you pass
on any advice? Especially if you, like us, live a few miles from
the city centre, in a village where there are few facilities within
walking distance.
Jenny Prince
j.prince@fegs.co.uk
(01223) 233510



The Editor’s family doesn't quite qualify, because we do own a
car – although we do not use it very much. Please write to the
Campaign as well as getting in touch with Jenny if you do!

&DSLWDO 3DUN DQG WKH URDG WR
)XOERXUQ
I very much agree with Martyn Smith’s objective criticism of the
Capital Park entrance. I cycle from Fulbourn to central
Cambridge every day, and the new crossing is one of the few
flaws in an otherwise excellent cycle path. I have been nearly
knocked off my bike on one occasion by a turning car, have had
a couple of ‘interesting’ encounters with other cyclists
negotiating the chicane, and have had my eyes lashed by the
hedge more than once. The old ‘straight-over’ crossing was far
better.
By the way, I’ve noticed that quite a few cyclists prefer not to
use the Fulbourn cycle-path. That’s their right, of course, but I
wish they wouldn’t exercise it insensitively. Drivers held up by a
cyclist plodding up Windmill Hill out of Fulbourn, and
constrained by the traffic-calming island, the no-overtaking line
and the brow of the hill might well feel that a point of principle
can be stretched too far. Similarly, cyclists heading out of
Cambridge towards Fulbourn, on the long straight stretch of
road beyond Capital Park, cause a particular problem at night.
Many drivers assume, if they see a red cycle lamp ahead of
them, that the rider is on the cycle path. Suddenly, at 60 mph,

Windmill Hill, the road to Fulbourn
with another car’s lights rushing towards them, they realise that
the cyclist is actually on the road, and they have to swerve or
brake hard. I’ve seen this happening many times (from the
safety of the cycle path) and it’s a miracle no-one’s yet been
killed.
Nicholas Reckert

3RWKROHV IXOO\ ILOOHG
In your recent magazine you say you would like to hear about
successful appeals for action.
About three weeks ago I reported three pot holes in Bridge Lane,
Little Shelford. I never expected any action. True – nothing
happened in the 24 hours indicated on the card I sent in, but a
week later all the potholes were filled. So it did work after all!
Another point – you should be encouraged by the ‘out of the
blue’ letter from a thoroughly selfish motorist who thinks she
owns the road. The message must be getting across if someone
as arrogantly greedy as that has been driven to react so strongly
to the very suggestion that she should share the road. Obviously
she is now ‘running scared’ because she is losing the battle.
Keep up the pressure.
M C Powell
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In Newsletter 35 we reported how the advertising panels on new
bus shelters being installed on shared-use paths around
Cambridge are causing visibility problems for bus passengers
and for cyclists.
The City Council has a contract with the advertising company
Adshel, which entitles Adshel to install a certain number of new
bus shelters around the city, and which requires Adshel to fund
some developments, like the improvements to the public toilets
at the Drummer Street bus station.
What’s in it for Adshel is, of course, future advertising revenue.
The Council in turn spends less residents’ money on these
facilities.

¶7KH RQO\ DFFHSWDEOH VROXWLRQ
PD\ EH IRU DQ DOWHUQDWLYH
VRXUFH RI IXQGLQJ WR EH IRXQG
VR WKDW EXV VKHOWHUV ZLWKRXW
DGYHUWV FDQ EH LQVWDOOHG·
3URJUHVV DW RQH VLWH
At the end of March we received a list of modifications to
shelters, which had been agreed between City Council officers
and Adshel. The most notable change was that the L-shaped
shelter on Trumpington Road (opposite Bentley Road) would be
replaced by a cantilever design, thus removing the obstruction.
In various other locations, a gap in the back panel of L-shaped
shelters would be filled in, preventing people from walking out of
the back of a shelter into the path of cyclists.
For each of the three locations which most concerned us (Milton
Road by Green End Road, Cherry Hinton Road at the entrance
to Cherry Hinton Hall and Hills Road/Long Road junction) the
council said:

L-shaped shelter on Trumpington Road (opposite Bentley
Road)—advertising panel blocks visibility completely. (This
shelter will be replaced by a cantilever design.)
Our problem is not with the agreement itself, but with its
hazardous consequences in some locations. We asked to see a
copy of the agreement. The Council’s lawyers have responded
that it is a confidential commercial document, and is therefore
not in the public domain.

7ZR GHVLJQV
We have been told that the legal agreement specifies only two
possible designs for the new shelters being funded by Adshel.
Most of the new shelters are a so-called L-shaped design.
These have a solid panel at one end, with an advert on either
side, meaning that a cyclist approaching from one direction has
no idea whether anyone is about to walk out from behind the
panel. Needless to say, advertising companies prefer this
design, as the adverts are more visible to motorists.
The other design is the cantilever shelter. This has two adverts
parallel to the kerb, and may have transparent end-panels, but
visibility from either end is never blocked. Because the
foundation is a mirror image of the roof, these cannot be
installed where there are cables and other services below
ground. There must be a gap of about 70 cm between the kerb
and the front of the shelter to avoid buses hitting the shelter!
Perhaps the ideal solution for shared-use paths would be rotated
cantilever shelters, where the vertical panel is at the back. We
have been told that this can’t be done, because waiting
passengers would block the adverts.

The shelter will be relocated [or erected] tight to the
property boundary wall, thereby increasing the width of the
shared-use path. A guard rail will be erected at rightangles to the advertisement panel, between the shelter
and the shared-use path. Users will then leave the shelter
at a point with oblique visibility of approaching cycles. A
warning sign, reading ‘Beware cycles when leaving
shelter’, will be placed on the half end glazed panel.
Moving the shelter backwards gains a few tens of centimetres in
each case, and does not remove the obstruction. The proposed
guard rail looks rather like a Sheffield cycle stand, with an extra
horizontal bar. Great fun to play on – but toddlers will easily be
able to get under the rail and into the path of cycles. We doubt
that signs warning of cyclists will have much effect.
We responded that (except for Bentley Road) the proposed
changes would not solve the problems of inadequate visibility, or
of obstruction of cycle routes.

¶)RU WKH VDNH RI YLVLELOLW\ DW
RQH RU WZR GULYHZD\V PDQ\
PRUH F\FOLVWV DQG SHGHVWULDQV
DUH LQFRQYHQLHQFHG·
0HHWLQJ DQG VLWH YLVLWV
We have since met representatives of the Council to try to find a
mutually acceptable solution. It was agreed that there was a
problem at Green End Road, Long Road and outside Cherry
Hinton Hall, and that we would have a site visit to see whether
cantilever shelters could be installed. This happened at the end
of April.
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At the time this is going to press (early May) we do not yet know
the result of the site visit. However, it appears that one
stumbling block for the installation of cantilever shelters at each
of the sites is that the City Council uses standards for visibility
for motorists, but does not believe there are any for cyclists! For
more on this, see Visibility Splays elsewhere this issue. For the
sake of visibility at one or two driveways, many more cyclists
and pedestrians are inconvenienced. See Milton Road bus stop
cycle and pedestrian counts.

6ROXWLRQ VWLOO QHHGHG
These advertising panels mean that every cyclist passing these
shelters is required to assume that there may be someone about
to walk out in front of them. A solution is required urgently. First
choice must be for cantilever shelters to be installed. Where this
is impossible, the only acceptable solution may be for alternative
sources of funding to be found, so that bus shelters without
adverts can be installed.
Clare Macrae

Cantilever shelter on Newmarket Road—note the clear visibility
from either end of the shelter

&\FOLQJ 6KRUWV
We are pleased to announce that the
long-vacant Campaign post of Press
Officer is now filled. Sam Davies, who
has been cycling in Cambridge for around
ten years, is head of communications at
Analysys. She will be looking for
opportunities to generate publicity (as well
as rebutting stories in the Evening News).
The May monthly meeting co-opted Sam
to the committee until the next AGM.

something you sent us might have been
lost, please get in touch.
The London to Cambridge Bike Ride
this year is on Sunday 22 July, in aid of
the charity ‘Breakthrough Breast Cancer’.
Last year 4,200 cyclists rode the 54 mile
route, raising over £100,000. The route
starts at the Lee Valley Leisure Centre,
finishing at Midsummer Common. If you
aren’t able to join the ride, I recommend
going to the finish to enjoy the festival
atmosphere.
(01225) 480130
http://
www.breakthrough.org.uk/

This issue marks our Sixth Birthday. The
Campaign was launched during National
Bike Week of 1995, and has since grown
to around 675 members.



Velo Vision is a new quarterly magazine
‘celebrating cycle culture worldwide’. As a
special offer for Cambridge Cycling
Campaign members, the publisher has
agreed to offer subscriptions at the
pre-publication prices, about a 20%
reduction. Four-issue subscriptions cost
£20 rather than £24, two issues £10.50
instead of £12.50, and you can get a trial
issue for £5.50 rather than the usual
£6.50.
http://www.velovision.co.uk/

The latest edition of the Cambridge
Cycle Route Map is now available on the
County Council web site, as a single large
image. Hopefully a key will be added at
some point, to indicate the meaning of
various styles and colours.
http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/
sub/eandt/highways/cambridge/cycmap.jpg

We depend on two Royal Mail postal
services: a PO Box and a FREEPOST
address. In recent months the service
reliability has deteriorated noticeably. (We
even received four first class stamps as
compensation once!) The last straw,
however, was when almost all the post for
the entire month of April arrived on 30
April. Needless to say we shall be asking
for more than four stamps as
recompense. If you are concerned that

The North Sea Cycle Route, which at
6000 km is claimed to be the world’s
longest signed international cycle route,
opens in June, with the UK launch ride
taking place in May and June (Foot and
Mouth Disease permitting). The route
encircles the North Sea, passing through
seven countries: the Netherlands,
Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Norway,
Scotland and England. The UK stretch
runs from the Shetlands down to Harwich.
http://www.cyclenorth.org.uk/
routes/northsea/launch.htm
http://www.northsea-cycle.com/





Clare Macrae
I cycled through Girton a couple of days
or so ago and was disappointed to see
that the new pedestrian lights are being
put up on a build-out which leaves not
enough room for two cars and a cyclist. I
watched a car having to slow down
behind a (very fast) cyclist in order to get
through the gap.
Lisa Woodburn
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Every March, Cambridgeshire County Council produces a series
of Plans and Reports about Traffic, Accidents, Safety and Road
Conditions. These are excellent reports that detail many
statistics and plans. Unfortunately the ‘Network Management
Plan’ has yet to be published this year as there are some
changes which are yet to be approved, so look for comments on
this report in the next Newsletter.

7UDIILF 0RQLWRULQJ 5HSRUW 
Following last year’s Traffic Monitoring Report the Campaign
passed some comments to the County. These were specifically
about lack of monitoring on some paths across the Cambridge
Radial Cordon away from main roads. Following these
comments, when the routes into the city were monitored one day
last autumn, six additional points were included. This resulted in
a further 831 cycle trips being monitored, bringing the total to
5733. Note that there are more people entering the City of
Cambridge from the surrounding countryside each day by
bicycle than enter via Park and Ride.

There are also now sites in and around the city with ‘automatic’
cycle counting loops. Although there were initially problems with
the reliability of these devices, they should in future years
provide better data about short and long term changes in cycle
use. We welcome these additions which should allow the
contribution cyclists make to the well-being of our city more
easily quantified.

-RLQW 5RDG $FFLGHQW 'DWD 5HSRUW
This report is some 50% larger than previous editions but that
does not mean there have been 50% more accidents.

5DW DQG 3LQFK

In the past we have been concerned that the way cycle
accidents are presented in County statistics implies that cycling
in Cambridge is more dangerous than in other areas. Last year
this changed, but better data on cycle use (see above) is still
required before accident rates for cyclists can be considered as
reliable as those for motor vehicles
More worrying is data which appears for the first time. A
table(12.23) for LBTAs (Land Based Transport Accidents) in
Cambridgeshire shows that of some 300 hospital admissions for
pedal cyclists, only some 50 were for ‘collisions with car, pick-up
truck or van’, with some 200 being ‘non-collision transport
accidents’. We are aware of incidents to cyclists caused by poor
road and path design or conditions and these are not normally
recorded as RTAs (Road Traffic Accidents) – there is no legal
obligation to record an accident that does not involve motor
vehicles even if it results in serious injury or death. Perhaps the
locations of these incidents should be fed into the County’s
Accident Database?

5RDG 6DIHW\ 3ODQ $QQXDO 5HYLHZ

9.81 …Guidelines for Cycle Audit and Review were
published in October 1998, jointly by DETR and Institute of
Highways and Transportation. The guidelines suggest a
systematic process for ensuring that the needs of cyclists
are considered in the design and implementation of new
highways and traffic schemes.
9.82 Cycle audits can be considered as analogous to
safety audits insofar as both involve regimes for ensuring
that particular issues or interests are fully considered in
the planning, design and construction process. However,
the Guidelines go one step further by also providing a
means of reviewing existing highway and cycle networks.
The County Council welcomes publication of the guidelines
and is presently considering how they might be applied
within Cambridgeshire as part of a review of the cycling
strategy.
These two paragraphs appeared in identical form in the previous
year. It is now over three years since this important document
was published. One of the authors (Mike Sharpe) was a former
Director of Transportation at the County Council. It is very
disappointing that this methodology is still not being used to
assess cycle provision in Cambridgeshire.
On a more positive note, ‘minor’ schemes for accident reduction
are clearly worthwhile. The economic return in saved accident
costs for such schemes under £25,000 is around 1000%. This is
an order of magnitude greater than that for larger schemes. The
cost of a slight injury accident is deemed to be £14,540, that of
a serious injury to be £146,890, whilst a fatality is £1,253,140.
Jim Chisholm

This pinch stile beside the Rat & Parrot may be widened soon –
see Your Streets this Month on the back page
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In March 2001 the City Council Planning Committee discussed a
Planning Brief for the land between Cromwell Road and the
railway. Part of this land will become high density housing
developments, and one of the concerns of planners and local
residents is the consequent increase in traffic. Cambridge
Cycling Campaign wants a high quality cycle- and pedestrian
route along the edge of the operational rail land through
Cambridge. This route would provide a much quicker and more
pleasant route to many destinations from these housing
developments. We are pleased that, following our
representations, the Planning Brief now includes the following
wording:
Walking and Cycling–The site must be fully accessible to
all users. Internally it must offer footpaths and cycleways
that accommodate desire lines for movement. A route
should be reserved for a link across the width of the site to
enable access for pedestrians and cyclists to the
cycleway/footpath that may be developed along the line of
the railway lands.

/HLFD VLWH

housing. With little revision, excellent links could be made to our
proposed rail corridor route. This plan has provision for ‘access
to new rail developments,’ presumably a reference to ‘Platforms
7&8’, the rumoured extra platforms that would turn Cambridge
station into a more conventional layout and which will almost
certainly be needed if some of the proposed improvements to
rail services are implemented.

 %URRNODQGV $YHQXH
Cambridge City Council have granted permission for 24
Brooklands Avenue (which houses the Royal Commission for
Historic Monuments (RCHM)) to have some changes as part of
a major upgrade. The Campaign objected to a proposed
‘security’ fence as this would close off the ‘preferred’ route of the
National Cycle Network (NCN) south out of the city. Some
people use this route to get to the main Government Offices site
(itself the subject of a separate planning application) and the
only alternatives for the NCN are either up the narrow footpath
along Brooklands Avenue or alongside Hobson’s
Conduit—prevented, we believe, by existing covenants. We are
very disappointed that a Government department should
obstruct the route of the NCN and that local planners have not
prevented this from happening.
Jim Chisholm

This site, which is opposite the station and next to the cycle
bridge, is the subject of a planning application for high density

0LOWRQ 5RDG EXV VWRS
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Following the problems with conflicts at the new ‘Adshel’ bus
shelter on Milton Road near Green End Road, the Campaign
decided that it would be useful to have some data about
pedestrian and cyclist movements.

Hence at 0745 on a cold dry morning (Thursday 3 May) I found
myself with a four-bank tally counter sitting on a wall adjacent to
the shelter. Here are the results of my efforts.
Time Northbound Pedestrians
cyclists
07.45-08.00 20
12
08.00-08.15 15
13
08.15-08.30 20
37
08.30-08.45 19
16
08.45-09.00 41
21
Totals
115
99

Bus
Southbound
boarders
cyclists
3
8
6
9
17
10
24
12
8
5
49
44

During 75 minutes I was recording, there were 25 occasions
when cyclists nearly or actually stopped, or reverted to the road
(often in the wrong direction) due to pedestrians in the metre
gap between the bus stop and kerb.
Given that the number of cyclists at this spot will significantly
increase following the opening of the Milton A14 cycle bridge
next summer, some drastic action is needed. Also, given that
£1.5 million is being spent on this bridge, it would seem short
sighted not to look for a longer-term solution to
cyclist–pedestrian conflicts at this location.
Might I be so bold as to suggest that a link from Cowley Road to
Moss Bank or Long Reach Road, and hence to Water Street
might solve many problems in this area? Although derelict land
and the St. Ives line would have to be crossed, the distance is
under half a mile. All this area will eventually be extensively
redeveloped as part of the ‘Northern Fringe.’ A temporary route,
assuming landowners will grant permission, would probably be
inexpensive, compared with moving the Milton Road bus stop.
Jim Chisholm
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Every Spring and Autumn two national cycling organisations, the
CTC (formerly the Cyclists’ Touring Club) and the Cycle
Campaign Network organise a one-day national conference for
cycle campaigners. So I recently headed to the Isle of Wight with
fellow Campaign member Myra Van Inwegen. Here are some of
the useful snippets of information gleaned on the day.

1DWLRQDO 1HZV
The Home Office is currently reviewing the Victim’s Charter.
Neither of the two previous versions included road traffic victims.
Nor does the new draft. However, it does ask the question
‘Should a new Charter include road traffic incidents which lead
to death or serious injury?’ You may wish to reply (by 15 June).
Home Office

(020) 7273 4349

 www.homeoffice.gov.uk

The Transport Act 2000 allowed (paragraph 268) that ‘A local
authority may designate any road for which they are the traffic
authority as a quiet lane or a home zone.’

Campaign groups are called upon not to endorse low standards.
The minimum criteria advocated are:

z
z

z
z
z
z

At least 2 m of unencroached space for cycles
Maximum surveillance angle of 90° (cyclists should not be
required to have eyes in the backs of their heads at side
roads)
Minimum radius of curves 6 m
Centrelines on two-way paths
Good surfaces, and all joints flush
Designs must be compatible with the Highway Code

6FKRRO MRXUQH\V
Up to five days of free consultancy advice is now available to
schools, businesses and other organisations wanting to develop
a travel plan. Organisations and schools who apply and are
accepted onto the programme will receive up to five days of an
adviser’s time free of charge. The advisers will work with clients
to help them with specific travel plan tasks and to overcome any
problems that they face in getting a travel plan up and running.
Environment and Energy Helpline

0800 585794

Sustrans’ Safe Routes to Schools web site includes examples
of what schools around the country have been doing (none in
Cambridgeshire are listed yet).



Safe Routes to Schools
http://
www.saferoutestoschools.org.uk/
The Department of Environment, Transport and the Regions
(DETR) has a set of web pages packed with information about
School Travel.
School Travel

http://www.local-transport.detr.gov.uk/
schooltravel/

There is also now a DETR Sustainable School Travel
Database of classroom materials relating to sustainable travel.

In February this year the CTC and others forced Provident
Insurance to drop its negligence claim against the parents and
childminder of 12-year-old Darren Coombs who was in collision
with a car whilst riding his bike four years ago. The CTC has
now set up a Cyclists’ Defence Fund to fight severe injustices
against cyclists, and is seeking donations. Cheques, made
payable to CTC Cyclists’ Defence Fund, should be sent to CTC,
69 Meadrow, Godalming, Surrey GU7 3HS. To set up a regular
contribution or join the Cyclists’ Defence Network, call 01483
417217 or email defence@ctc.org.uk.
There is to be a major change to local authority funding. Instead
of separate government grants for each area, there will be a
Single Capital Pot. This means that Transport will be in
competition with Housing and Education. This free-for-all casts
doubt upon how far recent forecasts of high levels of funding for
transport can be believed.

&DPSDLJQ IRU +LJK 6WDQGDUGV
Following continued concern over the poor standard of many
new cycle facilities throughout the country, the Cycle Campaign
Network has launched the Campaign for High Standards.

Sustainable School Travel Database
http://
www.databases.detr.gov.uk/schools/
Clare Macrae

0RWRUELNHV LQYDGH
\RXU VSDFH"
DETR has published an interim report from the ‘Advisory Group
on Motorcycling.’ According to Surveyor (26 April), officials are
to invite local authorities to participate in fully monitored trials of
allowing motorbikes in bus lanes. It also states that ‘Discussions
are also underway with motorbike and cycling groups on the use
of advanced stop lines by PTWs [powered two wheelers]’. Like
Marmite, PTWs are something you either love or hate, but at
least Marmite does not give off 4% of all traffic hydrocarbons
while accounting for 1% of vehicle miles.
Jim Chisholm
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This article is reprinted from the March 2001 issue of CCN
News, the newsletter of the Cycle Campaign Network.
We here in Bristol are enjoying the first official Government
approved road signs in Britain that read: ‘Please switch off
engine while waiting’. They are working and, according to
Bristol’s Air Quality Manager, Pete Tryer, they significantly
reduce air pollution.

picking up their children. Transport Minister, Lord MacDonald, is
impressed with the scheme and says that more councils could
be given powers to help prevent motorists from leaving car
engines running while they are stationary. Many people don’t
realise that a car engine idling produces 80 per cent more
pollution than one in motion. Check out your traffic jams!
Bristol Cycling Campaign spearheaded the switch-off campaign
and can make resources available to other groups to help
spread the message nation-wide. We have rear window and
in-cab stickers. The rear window ones really work – people look
in their mirror and notice the person behind switching off! The
in-cab stickers are good for multi-use vehicles.
I’d be pleased to send out a free information pack, rear windows
stickers at £1 each and in-cab stickers at £3 for 10, to anyone
wishing to start their own local campaign.
Pete Taylor, Bristol Cycling Campaign ‘Switch-off’ co-ordinator
Tel: 0117 951 2610.

Reduce pollution: switch off the engine at traffic lights
All of Bristol City Council’s vehicles carry an in-cab sticker
requesting their drivers to switch off whilst idling. The city’s
Black Cabs Association is also supporting the initiative.
Secretary Ian Johnstone says, ‘It has greatly enhanced public
awareness; customers and drivers are encouraged by the
scheme. We are pleased to be doing our bit to improve Bristol’s
air quality.’
Pete Tryer has written to all head teachers in Bristol requesting
parents to switch off their car engines whilst delivering and

Legislation introduced on 2nd February 1998 made it an offence
to cause unnecessary emissions by leaving a vehicle’s engine
running unnecessarily whilst stationary. This extended an
existing offence of causing unnecessary noise by the same
means. Enforcement is predominantly by the police and the
offence carries a maximum fine on conviction of £1,000. In
addition, regulations in December 1997 enabled seven local
authorities—Birmingham, Bristol, Canterbury, Glasgow,
Middlesbrough, Swansea and Westminster—to issue £20 fixed
penalty notices in relation to any vehicle with an engine running
unnecessarily whilst stationary. It is proposed that these powers
be extended more widely in England and Wales.
According to the NHS in London, transport emissions account
for 70 per cent more deaths than road crashes. The US
Department of Energy says that it’s more economical to cut the
engine if waiting longer than 30 seconds. Re-starting a car
engine again after that time uses less petrol as well as saving
on emissions. In Germany, drivers must stop the engine when
waiting at traffic lights. An added bonus is that traffic restarts
more calmly.

6DIHU &\FOLQJ SURPRWHU
The number of people employed either to improve the lot of
Cambridgeshire cyclists, or to promote cycling, continues to
grow. We asked the newest one, Catherine Harvey, to tell us
about her role.
My name is Catherine Harvey and I would like to introduce
myself as Project Manager for Promoting Safer Cycling in
Cambridgeshire. I began my employment on 26 March this year
and I will work with the Health Authority and the County Council
over the next twelve months to project-manage the
implementation of a joint approach to promoting cycling and
reducing cycling casualties (by promoting safer cycling). The
project has been given the identity Think Cycling so keep your
eyes ‘peeled’ for some new messages and awareness
campaigns across the county!
So far, Think Cycling is planning a ‘bus-back’ sticker campaign.
These stickers will give a clear message to all those who cycle
around Cambridge, Peterborough and Huntingdon warning them
of the danger of cycling up the left side of long vehicles which
are turning left. The sticker campaign aims to significantly
reduce this kind of accident.

The project is also working hard with the Cambridge Cycling
Campaign to actively promote the Cambridge Festival of Cycling
which takes place from 16 to 24 June. From late May there will
be adverts and features in Adhoc magazine in Cambridge
supporting the Festival and emphasising the benefits of getting
that bike out! In addition, in Peterborough, Cambridge and
Huntingdon, local newspapers have given their support reporting
stories which focus on people who now cycle regularly. These
features will help raise the profile of cycling as an activity and
complement the structured advertising campaigns. All of these
initiatives will be supported by a radio campaign.
Working with various partners (Travelwise, LTP, Health
Authority, Road Safety, TFW, Safer Routes to Schools and, of
course, Cambridge Cycling Campaign) I intend to develop a
forward business plan to agree future outcomes, resources and
the management of promoting Safer Cycling.
I am based in an office at Castle Court and can be contacted on
(01223) 712455 or by e-mail at
Catherine.Harvey@envtran.camcnty.gov.uk.
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If someone offers you a second-hand bike
or you are looking for one at a Police
auction, how do you distinguish a bargain
from a ‘booby prize’? Assuming you have
a machine of the correct size in mind,
here are the things to check before
accepting it.

)UDPH DQG IRUNV
The frame and forks are the most
important part. If they are bent or
distorted following a crash, the wheels
won’t be in alignment and the handling

[A] These tubes should look parallel
will be noticeably unusual (or even
dangerous). Frame damage can’t easily
be fixed, so second-hand bikes with
suspected frame or fork damage are best
avoided. Major damage will be easy to
spot by eye. Stand beside the bike,
looking straight down onto the top tube,
and check that it looks ‘parallel’ to the
down tube [A]. Crouch down at the front
and back of the bike, sight along the
frame and check that the seat tube looks
parallel to the head tube [B]. If you have a
helper to hold the bike up for you, stand a
few metres behind the bike and check that
the wheels look parallel [C]. Any
displacement or twist in any of these tests
should sound alarm bells!

[B] These tubes should look parallel
While you’re behind the bike, check to see
if the rear derailleur mechanism hangs
vertically [D]. If it leans inwards towards
the wheel, the mount (‘hanger’ [E]) at the
rear dropout is probably bent which will
prevent you changing into all the gears.
This can be fixed quite easily (DIY or bike

shop) but it’s
not a good
sign.
Now try running
your finger tips
along the frame
and fork tubes
where they
meet the head
tube [F]. Crash
damage often
bends these
tubes, leaving
tiny ripples in
the paint that
are easier to
spot by touch
than by eye.
[C] Wheels should be
Lastly, sight
perfectly aligned,
along the forks
otherwise handling will from above.
suffer
They shouldn’t
curve
backwards at all, and both arms should
be symmetrical [G].

:KHHOV
Wheels are the next most critical
component, and badly buckled wheels
may make you think twice about buying a
bike. Lift the bike up and spin each wheel
slowly, looking for any wobbles. Minor
wobbles (less than a few millimetres) can
usually be trued or accepted. Localised
lateral
wobbles in the
back wheel
often result
from a broken
spoke, also
easy to
replace [H].
Beware of
wobbles in
heavily rusted
wheels, which
may be
impossible to
true (the
spokes break
rather than the
nipples turn)
and you may
end up buying
a completely
[D] Derailleur should
new wheel!
hang vertically

&KDLQ
Theoretically, bicycle chains ought to be
replaced before they are 1% worn,
otherwise you have to replace the cogs at
the same time! (Twelve complete links of
any new bike chain = 12 inches exactly.)

However, when assessing a used bike,
you may be content to put up with a chain
(and the chain rings and cogs) which is
slightly ‘worn’ as long as the bike is

[E] Derailleur hanger can be straightened
if it is bent
running smoothly and the drive is not
causing problems such as very bad gear
shifting—even a worn chain will last for
years if it is well-lubricated. So, if
possible, test-ride the bike to assess
smoothness and feel. Be alert for any
sensation of the chain ‘skipping’ or very
hesitant gear shifting. A new chain which
is skipping is running on worn cogs which
you will need to replace. If you can’t do a
test ride, look for signs of excessively
worn chain. New chains cannot be lifted
away from the chain ring, but worn ones

[F] Tiny wrinkles here are a bad sign
can![J] A dry or rusty chain is a bad sign.
Slip the chain off the chain rings (by
disengaging it and turning the cranks
backwards) and look closely for excessive
‘wave-shaped’ wear on the teeth. [K]

-XQH²-XO\ 
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respond to careful disassembly and
regreasing.

While the chain is still off the chain ring
check the bottom bracket. Grab each
crank in
turn and
see if you
can feel
any ‘play’
when you
push it in
towards the
frame.[L] If
you feel the
same
movement
in both
cranks, the
bearings
are loose or
worn. (If
only one
crank
moves, that
[G] Forks should not be
crank bolt
pushed back like these
is just
loose!)
Also, try turning the cranks without the
chain. A smooth easy action is good, but
any ‘grinding’ sensation you feel indicates

7\UHV
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Worn or damaged tyres will need
replacing. Slowly spin each wheel. Any
bulges, ‘frayed’ casing or cuts in the tyre
sidewalls require urgent tyre replacement
(but a ‘rash’ of micro-cracks is OK). Minor
cuts in the tread are OK, but a completely
worn out tread pattern will be prone to
punctures and will need replacing soon.
Localised ‘bald’ areas (from skidding!) say
a lot about how well the bike has been
cared for. Tread cuts with inner tube
visible will require tyre replacement.

6HDWSRVW DQG VWHP
If possible, partially loosen the seatpost
pinch bolt and try rotating the saddle. If
the seatpost turns, it’s good news

[L] Try moving cranks like this

1RQHVVHQWLDOV
Some components on a bike are relatively
trivial to correct and are less critical than
the items already discussed. Don’t worry
about problems with the following:

z

z
[J] Very worn chain lifts easily
because it is not corroded solid inside the
frame. This means you will be able to
adjust the saddle height to fit you. Try the
same test with the stem (unless it’s a
modern threadless headset) to check that
you’ll be able to adjust handlebar height.

z
z

Most gear problems boil down to
poor adjustment or are fixed with a
new gear-cable. Hub gears are
generally robust. With derailleurs,
providing the rear mechanism hangs
vertically (see frame section above),
a bit of standard bike maintenance
will rectify most problems.
Wheel bearings that refuse to spin
easily or which have sideways play
are just in need of some adjustment
(to the cones), a 10-minute job.
Do not let brake performance put you
off an otherwise sound bike. New
brake blocks and a little DIY servicing
will transform them.
Rusty or frayed cables look terrible,
but cost little to replace. Ignore them
in your assessment.

Finally, extras like mudguards, racks and
dynamo lights are helpful if you intend to
use them. This saves you (a lot of!)
money and proves that the frame can
accommodate such things: some frames
simply don’t have room for these extras.
David Green
For information about Bicycle
Maintenance classes, email
david.green@smallworld.co.uk



[H] Broken spokes will cause rim to move
sideways
[K] Very worn chainring teeth
worn bearings. Cartridge bottom brackets
are non-adjustable, so problems mean
that the whole unit needs replacement.
Traditional ‘cup and ball’ systems usually

If the bike fails either of these tests you
might be in for a difficult job freeing them.
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This year's A Moving Business Seminar (organised by the Travel
for Work scheme, to promote alternatives to the single-occupant
private car), took place on 14 May. Here, one of the speakers at
the seminar, Paul Rosen, describes some of his cycling-related
research done at Anglia Polytechnic University (APU).
What is it about certain workplaces that makes them model
cycle-friendly employers, whilst in others commuting by bike is a
struggle? Is it something to do with the company itself – the
working environment, company policies, the provisions that exist
(or do not exist) for cyclists? Is it to do with specific people who
work there – a few key activists who keep up the momentum, a

landscape are all favourable, other factors can be crucial to
someone’s willingness or ability to cycle. Domestic
responsibilities such as childcare, access to the shared family
car, the other destinations people travel to aside from work, and
the particular features of somebody’s job responsibilities – these
can all affect their transport choices. An employer might, for
example, require certain dress standards or the ability to travel
at short notice during the working day. For most people, these
both equate to a need to drive. The key to increased cycle
commuting lies, then, in identifying ways of overcome these
kinds of constraints – by helping both staff and employers
change either actual circumstances or at least their attitudes
towards them.
This is where the other dimension of the research – the
organisational context – comes into play. Company support for
‘dress down days’, for example, can overcome concerns about
cycling to work in a suit. Where facilities are in serious need of
improvement if more cycling is to be achieved, staff’s beliefs
about how open the company is to new ideas can be crucial. If
an employer is felt to be unresponsive to staff suggestions – or if
there are barriers set by a third party such as a site landlord –
this can prevent people seeing much point in lobbying for
change. Consequently, cycling levels are unlikely to increase.
On the other hand, if the facilities manager consults with cyclists
about what is needed, or – even better – if the company
appoints a Cycle Co-ordinator, as happens with Cycle-Friendly
Employer Scheme members, this sends a message to cyclists
that their needs are taken seriously.

Dress codes affect the ability to cycle
supportive facilities manager, or even someone in senior
management who happens to be a keen cyclist? Or is it to do
with location? Perhaps being in Cambridge helps in general, but
other factors can also make a difference, such as the proximity
of good quality cycle routes and the option of avoiding
dangerous or unpleasant roads.
Trying to find out answers to these questions has been the task
of a research project I have been conducting for the last two
years with David Skinner of APU. Over the next few months we
will be presenting our findings in a number of forums, starting
with the ‘Moving Business’ seminar organised by the Travel for
Work Partnership in May, at the Science Park’s Trinity Centre.
This article is intended to give a flavour of the issues that have
been emerging from the research.
The project’s findings centre around two key themes – firstly, the
factors that can encourage or inhibit cycle commuting from an
individual perspective, and secondly, the organisational
dynamics at a workplace that can impact on staff transport
choices.
For individuals, a growing body of cycling-focused research
within transport studies has identified key factors that help
someone decide whether to cycle to work – the distance
involved, the presence of physical barriers such as hills or major
road junctions, and the availability and quality of cycling
facilities en route or at the workplace.
Going beyond these, we have also looked at people’s individual
circumstances. Even where distance, facilities and the physical

It is circumstances like these that we believe can nurture a
‘workplace cycling culture’. The knowledge that there is
company support for cycling – and perhaps even a member of
staff with an advocacy and promotion role, backed up by
management policy – can provide a background against which
staff might reflect on apparent constraints such as their meeting
schedule, the office dress code or how to pick up the kids from
school. A willingness to think about these issues – among both
staff and management – is the starting point for generating
momentum and consequently overcoming the ‘barriers’ to
cycling.
Workplace

Domestic

Personal

Vehicular External

Dress codes

childcare

fitness/health

facilities

leisure
activities

enjoyment

technical pollution
failure

meetings

access to
shared vehicle

costs

need to municipal
carry loads facilities

security

need for
daytime
vehicle

concerns about
personal hygiene

atmosphere
at work

environmental
attitudes

journey time
distance to work

weather

landscape

safety

flexibility
Table 1 – Constraints and benefits that influence individual
decisions on whether to cycle to work.
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Each column groups features together according to their origins
– in the workplace, the domestic setting, personal preferences,
the bicycle itself, and external sources. No hierarchy of
importance is intended in the ordering of items.
Paul Rosen, University of York

([SHULPHQWDO F\FOH SDUNLQJ

On 11 May, Councillor Evelyn Knowles, Mayor of Cambridge,
opened these blocks of experimental cycle parking, replacing the
‘wheel benders’ round the Guildhall. The ones in this picture are
a chunkier-than-usual Sheffield stand

These stands have been dubbed the ‘scissors.’ All the designs
should be secure and durable

‘Small footprint’ or SF stands take up little space on the
pavement until someone locks a bike to them and might work
very well outside shops, as well as here

‘Triangle 10’ and ‘triangle 20’ racks. The experiment is funded by
the Home Office as part of an experiment hoping to control cycle
theft
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Attending conferences usually involves lots of sitting around
waiting for the interesting parts, and mentally judging the event
by the types of biscuits available during coffee breaks.
The first Cycle to Work conference held in Bristol in January
was different in that there wasn’t a dull patch throughout the day
– and the biscuits were pretty good as well!

The conference brought together employers, cycle practitioners
and local government representatives from around the UK. The
idea was to provide a snapshot of where we are currently at
regarding the promotion of cycling as an integral part of the
journey to work each day.
Presentations included speakers from Rolls Royce, which is
working towards the Bristol version of the Cycle Friendly
Employers award at its plant in the south-west, Sustrans and the
CTC (Cyclists’ Touring Club).
Peter Davenport from cycle parking company Cycle-Works
spoke about his time in Seattle and efforts to promote cycling
there. Amongst the innovations discussed were the integration of
cycles with public transport through racks carrying bicycles on
the fronts of buses (perfect for getting out of sudden downpours
on long trips home), extensive use of bicycles by the
metropolitan police and promoting cycling through charity and
leisure rides.

7ZR ZD\V IRU RQH

The conference is likely to be repeated next year and Cambridge
has been suggested as a possible venue.
On a mixed happy and sad note, Sarah Goretzki – the Cycle
Friendly Employers Co-ordinator – has had a little girl, Lilly, and
has decided not to come back to work as a result. We wish
Sarah all the best and we will be filling the vacancy later this
year.
David Meiklejohn, Travel for Work Advisor

Bene’t Street can
now be used as a
two-way street by
cyclists, but its
continuation,
Wheeler Street,
cannot. See ‘Your
streets this month’
on the back page

Fulbourn Primary School urgently
needs volunteers as Cycling
Proficiency trainers. For details,
please contact the school secretary
(01223) 712525

Wheeler Street

3UROLIHUDWLQJ SRWKROHV
Early in May, Cambridgeshire County Council reported that the
wettest winter on record and the two extended cold spells are
likely to cost an additional £200,000 in urgent repairs to ‘defects
within the highway’ alone. They are asking for our help reporting
problems. We are still hoping that there will eventually be a
single fault-reporting mechanism for the entire county but, in the
meantime, you can use one of the following ways to report
highway problems:

z
z

z

Phone Cambridge City Council on (01223) 458260
Fill in the online form on the County Council’s web site:
http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/sub/eandt/highways/
hwayform.htm
Post one of our pothole postcards, which are available
from: http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/camcycle/campaigning/
pothole_postcard.pdf
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Cambridge Local Plan is entering a round of consultations
leading up to the adoption of a new Plan in 2005–6. Currently
‘pre-deposit’ consultations are taking place with the first public
‘deposit plan’ expected early next year. This process is trailing
the County Council ‘Structure Plan’ where the ‘deposit plan’
should be published later this year. It is partly because these
plans set policy for years to come that many extremely large
projects are now being publicised. The University’s NW
Cambridge Plan and Addenbrooke’s Hospital’s 2020 vision are
among many such projects. If developers can get their broad
objectives into these plans, longer term success is more likely.
Perhaps we can hope the whole of the Cambridge Cycling
Campaign’s proposed cycle/pedestrian route along the rail
corridor from Histon and Milton in the north to Trumpington and
Shelford in the south will be in the first ‘deposit’ draft of these
plans?
Jim Chisholm

The University of Cambridge’s ambitious plan

9LVLELOLW\ 6SOD\V
Many publications detail the visibility splays or sight lines
required to make roads safe for motoring. In essence it must be
possible to see and be seen. I have a 30 year old publication
Road Accidents: prevent or publish which states that improving
visibility is one of the most cost-effective methods of reducing
accidents at junctions.

The Y Dimension is the distance along the road where the cyclist
can see and be seen. This diagram is freely copied from one in
the Scottish Executive’s Cycling by Design, with permission - the
original is crown copyright
Unfortunately these hard learnt lessons seem to have been
almost forgotten when it comes to shared use paths and
cycleways. I say ‘almost’ because careful reading of ‘Design
Bulletin 32: Roads and Footpaths in Residential Areas’ shows it
does include shared use paths in section 3.68 where it states:
‘the Y dimension where a driveway meets a carriage way or
shared surface should be set out as in para. 3.64’. Hence for a
route where cyclists may do 20 mph, visibility is required for
some 30 metres.
Better Guidance is given in the Scottish Executive ‘Cycling by
Design’ for which there appears to be no ‘English’ equivalent.
See http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library2/cbd/cbd-00.asp

Section 4 ‘Geometric Design’ has similar tables and diagrams
which refer specifically to cycle routes.
Can we hope that those responsible for designing our much
used facilities will take some note of these published guidelines?
Jim Chisholm
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Until recently, readers could have been forgiven for wondering
whether the National Cycling Strategy had been rather forgotten
since its launch in 1996.
In fact, much work was being done behind the scenes
by the National Cycling Forum (NCF), which
is overseeing implementation of the
Strategy.
However, in recent months there has
been much more visible activity. First,
there was the appointment of AEA
Technology (yes, the Atomic Energy
Authority) to promote the Strategy. This
was followed by the launch of a web
site:
www.nationalcyclingstrategy.org.uk.
The ‘References and Links’ section here is
a very useful resource indeed.

from the City Council there. As further evidence of the increased
promotion of cycling, a specially produced video was shown,
entitled ‘Cycling Sense – a fresh view of cycling’. The day
finished, rather predictably, with three licensed hire cars parked
in the mandatory cycle lane on Grange Road
to take delegates back to the railway station.
The drivers told us (wrongly) that they could
not wait round the corner because there were
double yellow lines – so it was better to
block the cycle lanes.
Since February there have been no fewer
than seven new publications from the
NCF:

z

z

Earlier this year there was a series of
regional seminars entitled ‘Cycling – the way
ahead’. These were intended to convey
cycling’s transport role to key decision-makers
such as business leaders, politicians, council
staff and so on.
The Eastern Region seminar took place in
Cambridge on 10 April. Local attendees included
many officers from Cambridgeshire County Council, and several
members of the Cycling Campaign. Sadly there was nobody

Cycling Gains! How local
authorities can benefit from
increased cycling

z
z
z

z

z

Cycling Matters! Advice for
cyclists and cycling groups on
cycling policy
Cycling Works! How employers
can benefit from increased
cycling

Cycle Security for Cyclists

Cycle Security

Model Conditions of Carriage – accommodating the bicycle
on bus and coach
Combined bicycle and bus or coach journeys

And most recently, we have heard that a new job is being
advertised – for someone to run the National Cycling Forum one
day a week.
Clare Macrae

One of the taxis whose drivers thought it was a good idea to
block a cycle lane outside the National Cycling Strategy seminar
DETR (national) statistics just published show that pedal cycle
traffic fell by two per cent between 1999 and 2000 after a rise of
five per cent in the previous year. Part of the reason for the fall
was the wet weather in 2000. These figures are far better than
those typical of ten or twenty years ago, but well short of the
targets of the National Cycling Strategy.
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Cambridge City Council’s Environment Week Plus One

4–15
Tue 5

7.30 pm Monthly open meeting, Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane, at the Park Street junction. (Tea and coffee,
a chance to chat, and for us to introduce ourselves to new members for the first half-hour. The meeting
itself starts at 8 pm.)

Wed 6

7 pm

Cambridge Festival of Cycling (National Bike Week) planning meeting at 140 Cherry Hinton Road.

Sun 10

2 pm

Leisurely ride. Meet at Brookside, near Lensfield Road. A countryside ride at a gentle pace. Includes a tea
shop or café stop. We are usually back in Cambridge by 6 pm. Don’t be confused by the longer CTC
afternoon ride, which sets off at the same time

Mon 11–Sat 16

Cycling Exhibition, Cambridge Central Library, Lion Yard

Tue 12

Bicycle Maintenance evening class – five weekly sessions. To check course dates, fees, get more
information or enrol, call the Community Education Office
(01223) 712340 or 712341. Questions about
course content
david.green@smallworld.co.uk
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Sat 16

10–3

Sun 17

10–4

Dr. Bike Give your bike a health check: Guildhall Street
Cycle Try-out Show, Addenbrooke’s Hospital grounds

Mon 18–Fri 22

Cycling Exhibition, week two in the Guildhall

Mon 18

Picnic ride. A short leisurely ride along the Roman Road: bring your picnic. Meet at Hobbs Pavilion

6 pm

Wed 20 8–9 am
Sun 24

Free Cyclists’ Breakfast at Hobbs Pavilion Restaurant for Bike to Work Day

9.30 am Windmill Ride. Eight windmills in an all-day ride. Meet at Hobbs Pavilion

-XO\
Tue 3

7.30 pm Monthly open meeting, Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane. See 5 June for details

Sat 7

Newsletter 37 deadline. Please send copy to Mark Irving

Sat 7

9 am

Police cycle auction at the Scout Hut, Stanesfield Road, Whitehill Estate, Cambridge

Sun 8

2 pm

Leisurely Ride. Meet at Brookside, near Lensfield Road. See 10 June for description

Mon 16

7 pm

Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café 5–7 Norfolk Street
London to Cambridge Bike Ride, in aid of Breakthrough Breast Cancer
www.breakthrough.org.uk/

Sun 22

Wed 23 7.30 pm Newsletter 37 Envelope Stuffing at the Baby Milk Action offices, 23 St
Andrews Street (between the Robert Sayle main and computer shop
entrances, entrance next to Lunch Aid). Help very much welcomed!
25-29

London to Paris cycle ride in aid of Action Research

(01403) 327477

$XJXVW
Tue 7

7.30 pm Monthly open meeting, Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane. See 5
June for details

Sun 12

2 pm

Leisurely Ride. Meet at Brookside, near Lensfield Road. See 10 June
for description

Mon 20

7 pm

Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café 5–7 Norfolk Street

Fri 31–2 September Fact-finding trip to Germany (see article)

/DWHU WKLV \HDU
Tue 18 September Bicycle Maintenance evening class – five weekly sessions. For
contact details see 12 June
17–21 September

VeloCity 2001 Conference in Edinburgh and Glasgow. For details, see
http://www.velo-city2001.org/

Sun 30 September The Cambridge Wheel. A choice of 25 or 43 miles through the
Cambridgeshire countryside, in aid of Action Research
(01767)
641327
Sat 6 October

Police cycle auction. See 7 July for details

Tue 30 October

Bicycle Maintenance improvers evening class – five weekly sessions.
For contact details see 12 June

(01354) 688197

(01225) 480130 or http://

6PDOO $GV
Free to members, on cycling
subjects.

)RU 6DOH
Small number of restored and
repainted bicycles for sale
individually. Call Simon
(01223) 500902
simon.nuttall@bigfoot.com or
www.vendazesta.co.uk/bicycles
for details.



:DQWHG
Commuting bike wanted for
moderate mileage, 23" tourer
not MTB frame (Dawes Galaxy
or similar). Prefer ‘modern’
gear changing & brakes if
possible. Rack & lights
appreciated. Good mechanical
condition more important than
appearance! Cambridge area.
Contact
mhember@scigen.co.uk or
Miles on
(01223) 502793
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Please help us by sending comments to the person named at
the end of each item, as well as to us.

5HFHQW QHZV
Three one-way streets are now open for use by
cyclists in both directions. These are Bene’t Street in
the city centre, Burleigh Street (the East Road end)
near the Grafton Centre and Hope Street off Mill
Road. These changes have been introduced as an
experiment, to see whether cyclists can be exempted
from one-way restrictions without the need for quite as
many signs and bollards as have been used up to
now. The experiment will run for one year. However,
the new arrangements in Bene’t Street are already
causing concern, with a footway buildout at the King’s
Parade-end forcing cyclists into the path of oncoming
motorists. Comments, to Richard Preston and to us,
are especially encouraged.

has now accepted that this is confusing and that more familiar
mini-roundabouts should be used instead. Comments to Bob
Menzies.

Under Elizabeth Way, an official cycleway will be added to this very wide
pavement along the direct line to Riverside

Wilberforce Road has been closed to through motor
traffic. This is the last stage of the Grange Road traffic-calming
scheme and will mean much less traffic on Adams Road.
Cyclists have been officially exempted from the closure and can
ride through the new bollards with ease. Instead of signposting
the closure with ‘no motor vehicles’ signs as usual, the City
Council has used no-entry signs. From the comments we have
received, it seems that not everyone notices the Cycles Only
signs on bollards next to the closure. Comments to John
Isherwood.

Proposals have been announced for a new cycleway to link
Milton Road with the new bridge over the A14. The new
cycleway will run alongside along the east side of the old Milton
Road (now renamed Cowley Road) between the bridge and the
existing cycle tracks further south. To make room for the new
cycleway, the existing transverse parking spaces will be
replaced with parallel spaces. Comments to John Richards.

Both Cambridge cycle routes that were recently closed because
of Foot and Mouth disease have now been reopened. These are
the Cambridge to Coton Cycleway and the towpath along the
River Cam from Chesterton to Milton.

)XWXUH SODQV
A major traffic-calming scheme is being proposed for the
Chesterton High Street area. The proposals consist mainly of
raised ‘speed tables’ at various junctions and pedestrian
crossings, and the replacement of the High Street/Water Lane
mini-roundabout with an ordinary T-junction. Comments to
Andy Thompson.
A number of improvements along the ‘Riverside Corridor’ have
been announced. On Jesus Green, the pinch stile by the Rat
and Parrot Pub is to be removed and an access point provided
further away from the pub in order to reduce conflict with
pedestrians and parked beer lorries. On Midsummer Common,
the pinch stile at Auckland Road is to be removed and replaced
by a cattle grid. On Riverside, a short length of cycleway is to
be constructed along the (very wide) pavement under Elizabeth
Way to allow cyclists to take the most direct route between
Midsummer Common and Riverside. Finally, on Stourbridge
Common, a cattle grid for cyclists is to be introduced at the
access point from Garlic Row. The existing cattle grid here,
which provides access for service vehicles, is unsuitable for
cyclists and is usually closed with a locked gate forcing cyclists
to use the adjacent pedestrian gate. Comments to John
Isherwood.
The junctions of Grange Road with Sidgwick Avenue and with
West Road are to be converted to mini-roundabouts. When the
Grange Road traffic-calming scheme was introduced last year,
these two T-junctions were given raised tables with ‘Give Way to
the Right’ signs on all three approaches. The County Council

Cowley Road: a new cycle route will lead to the new cycle bridge
over the A14 to Milton

$GGUHVVHV IRU FRPPHQWV
John Isherwood, Senior Engineer, Cambridge City Council,
The Guildhall, Cambridge CB2 3JQ.
Andy Thompson, Cambridge City Council, The Guildhall,
Cambridge CB2 3JQ.
Bob Menzies, Road Safety and Signals Manager,
Cambridgeshire County Council, Castle Court, Shire Hall,
Cambridge CB3 0AP.
Richard Preston, Team Leader (Cambridge projects), Mailbox
ET1018, Cambridgeshire County Council, Castle Court, Shire
Hall, Cambridge CB3 0AP.
John Richards, Cambridgeshire County Council, Castle Court,
Shire Hall, Cambridge CB3 0AP.

